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The personality as a concept exists for millenniums. Hippocrates divided people according to his approach to personality. Then, Jung, Eysenck, Cattel, even Freud and many other followers presented their own approach to personality as a bunch of features, attitudes, and embedded values. According to their works, it has been presumed that any given individual has own personality that differs her/him from all the others. It also allows use of discrimination analysis in describing groups of people as well as creating personality tests that are widely used in business. On these concepts, however, advisory and other non-scientific literature is blooming. Consultants and consultancy companies propose some other tools as Exte nded Disc, Hay, and IMMOQEE tools that may mislead managers willing to use one or more of the solution offered. In particular, it is visible that sales departments are facing employees rotation and being helpless in many cases. The paper is to present contemporary approach to personality as a concept used in business. It is also to present approaches to personality testing, and its use and results it may or may not deliver. All is based on the research made in groups of Polish pharmaceutical representatives and their managers. The research sample of sales people has been divided into two groups—top and bottom performers. The personality has been presented in a mode fitted to the sales department requirements. The results are to answer questions: 1. Whether the personality is a useful concept in managing sales people? 2. Do they really differ according to results of their work and personality together? and 3. Is it possible to create the description of a personality that differentiates good and bad sales performers?
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Introduction

Personality, as a term applied in science, seems to enjoy ongoing success. Originally derived from philosophy, through psychology, sociology, psychiatry, and medicine, it has found its place in economics and management sciences. Numerous solutions for the world of business have been prepared in virtue of personality typology offered by more and more authors. Their major target is to facilitate human resources management in organization, particularly the recruitment processes, motivation, supervision, as well as training and general personnel development support. Although the contemporary solutions directed to discover the potential of a manager, but also sales department staff, often try to stay apart from any associations with the original theories of personality, nevertheless, it is difficult to resist the impression that they make the most of them. The more so,
we cannot omit the historical sources in explaining what personality is in general and in definition of its specific type designations.

This is, however, the first step of these studies. The second step is to define the set of most desired characteristics of a sales representative—in this case study—the characteristics of a pharmaceutical sales representative. The characteristics have been distinguished upon comparison of the bottom performers to the top performers within the period analyzed, i.e., 3-6 months. On such foundation, the characteristics that most often occur as differences between the group of top performing sales representatives and the bottom performers have been selected out of the original list of characteristics distinguishing them.

The third step of the study comprised distinguishing of the characteristics capable of building the “personality” of a sales representative. It was also connected with a test of the hypothesis whether personality existed in the researched sample. In effect, this is translated into the potential usability of the methods and tools utilizing personality typologies for supporting the management processes at the sales department and the possibility to settle personnel development directions on their foundation.

**Personality**

The term “personality” is relatively controversial, not as much in terms of its designations, but rather in terms of the consequential typologies and specific “labeling” of people basing on a predetermined type of personality. Determination of any rigid boundaries between the personalities of individual people may, thus, become a serious abuse, all the more that the very definition of personality is not clear, so the assumptions made in its definition can easily be falsified.

Hall, Lindzey, and Campbell (1997) fully described personality from the historic aspect. They mentioned a number of theories of personality, such as psychodynamic (Sigmund Freud), in which childhood experiences, relationships with the guardians, and biological instincts decide on its form. The new psychoanalytic theory adds social relationships thereto (Carl Jung and Karen Horney). Field theories (Kurt Goldstein) approach a human being holistically and give special importance to self-realization. According to factor theories (Hans Eysenck), personality is a set of characteristics, responses, and behavior characteristics for a person. The situational dynamic theories related to the possibility of forming personality through education refer to the circumstances in which personality occurs, and (Iwan Pawłow) factors enhancing some stimuli from the environment and forming new behaviors, thus also influencing personality. The expansion of the theory is the formation of attitudes and behaviors within so-called key behaviors (Alfred Bandura) and those conditioned by the impact of the community an individual lives in. The humanist theories (Abraham Maslow) include external and internal stimuli, however, mainly within a specific person and his/her motives for action. System theories (Virginia Satir) place a human being and his/her personality as an element of a complex system, interrelating with all the external elements and his/her sets. This takes place to such an extent that it is difficult to establish personality in separation from the environment it occurs in.

As a result of the analysis of the entire set of the theories quoted, somewhat generalizing them, three basic groups of personality definitions can be enumerated. The first one is a set of internal standards, values, predispositions, and experiences expressed in thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and characteristics, we are often unaware of, from the point of view of people, relatively permanent in time and space. The set is complicated and unique and the discriminative analyses of its types may take place with the assumption of significant simplifications and inaccuracies. The second one refers mainly to the characteristics the origin whereof is
conditioned by factors in so much complex and unknown that their analysis does not make much sense. They originate both from physicality, anthropology, and external conditions. The fairly permanent characteristics, disregarding the way they have been formed, form the key object of interest here. The third one is focused on the behaviors that may result from characteristics, but also situations and time. These are relatively durable methods of response and human activity is the basic designation.

Thus, the approaches to personality and its notional designations are so numerous that its explicit definition becomes impossible. Some researchers apply an evasion here, selecting or formulating a definition adequate to the research purposes they carry out and the scientific tendency they prefer. So, Livesley (2003), for example, referred to personality in a way characteristic for medical sciences. This is most of all the sense of identity. Homogeneous, related to the attitudes, behaviors, and characters in general, is the reference point in search for deviations from the standard set in this way. And this happens when the behaviors and attitudes of a person, under certain conditions, deviate from his/her most frequent behaviors and attitudes.

Combining the approaches and theories presented above, for the purposes of further considerations, we may assume that personality is a set of psycho-physical characteristics, both permanent and variable, related to their behaviors and responses to external stimuli.

**Typologies of Personality**

Based on personality analysis, numerous typologies thereof have been developed. The presentation in this point of several leading examples or perhaps ones most frequently encountered in literature is reasonable, as this was shown as early as in the 1930’s by Allport and Odbert (1936), the descriptive characteristics in virtue whereof one type of personality may be distinguished from another amount to almost 18,000, more accurately to 17,953. On Page 178 of their paper, they specified them all in detail, bringing about a substantial chaos in thinking of personality typologies. Nevertheless, the particular division into types appears fairly frequently and is based on various factors.

The original division into types was simple and intuitive. It helped understand the complex human nature and was often based on heuristics, which is noticeable in the division suggested by Hippocrates (460-370 BC). He made the now debunked assumption that a human being as a physical entity is composed of four humors—blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile. Basing thereon, he deduced that the person in whom a specific humor prevails or simply occurs in larger volume than the others, dominates the specific type of personality attributed to such humor. Thus, where blood dominates, a sanguine is produced\(^1\), phlegm—a phlegmatic, black bile—a melancholic, and yellow bile—a choleric. Also at present, references can be found to this slightly archaic typology, with wide expansions thereof, descriptions of characteristics, and even projection of professions and activities persons of specific personality should or may perform (see Table 1).

As presented in Table 1, even basing on types of personality so archaic as those suggested by Hippocrates and based on assumptions falsified a long time ago, an immense superstructure has been created contemporarily to indicate the strong and weak points of people with particular personality types, their behaviors, stimuli, and conditions searched for and even the indications for the professions and activities they should perform.

---

\(^1\) Sanguine (pleasure-seeking and sociable), choleric (ambitious and leader like), melancholic (analytical and thoughtful), and phlegmatic (relaxed and quiet).
On the one hand, this would indicate that such approach and its substantial usefulness are deeply rooted in the social and research consciousness. On the other hand, however, the conclusions so wide, making an impression of highly practical potential application, drawn based on false assumptions may discredit the reasonability of defining and distinguishing personalities in general.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Characteristics Based on Hippocrates Typology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sanguine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominating characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressions searched for in business relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected professions/positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected professions divergent to the type of personality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Source: The author’s own study (http://archive.endemic.org/nmm/nr1osobow.html).

Jung (1990) presented a slightly different approach to personality. He defined the scale described on one extreme as introversion, while the one on the other as extraversion and assumed that the space between them is
a continuum and the specific types of personality may be defined within its framework. Introversion is focused on its own internal world, while extraversion is oriented on the stimuli from the environment and the basis of the typology called with some exaggeration, classification has been formed by such dimensions as: thinking, feelings, impressions, and intuition. Thinking defines the way of perceiving oneself and the surrounding reality. Feelings enable definition of a system of values and emotions subjectively perceived, such as pain, joy, fear, and pleasure. Impressions consolidate events and their situational perception. Intuition goes beyond all the stereotypes, enabling to create the perception of the environment and assessment of events in an extrasensory way. Based on this, he specified 16 types of personality and suggested a test enabling the settling and measurement of them. For example, the Extended Disc, officially renouncing it, but also the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) index suggested by Myers and Briggs based on the pairs extraversion-introversion, intuition-impressions, thinking-feelings, and evaluation-observing. The conclusions became so convincing that in the 1980’s, a personality MBTI-based test was carried out on a research sample of 1.5 million (Greenberg & Baron, 1993).

The extent the search for personality types can meander is presented, for example, by Sheldon (1942), who assumed that physical features are closely correlated with the features of character of the specific persons. He specified three types of personality correlated with description of physical attributes. The physiognomy resulting from characteristics and describing personality becomes a certain abuse, although there are numerous continuators of this kind of considerations. In extreme cases, they tend towards dangerous and by nature untrue approaches, such as eugenics evoking racism and discrimination.

Basing on the approaches presented herein, for example, we may draw a conclusion that producing sets of activities and professions predestinated to be performed by the specific types of personality described by the set of characteristics. So, it is reasonable to make a hypothesis on the existence of personality related to the work of a sales representative, including a pharmaceutical sales representative. If the hypothesis appears to be true, an attempt to describe this type of personality will be made, called for the purposes of this paper, the sales person’s personality.

**Personality of a Salesman**

Paul T. Costa Jr. stated that personality of an individual is largely durable and permanent (Goleman, 1987). He also offered a 5-factor personality model (Costa & McRae, 1988) based on dimensions of Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. The author is not the only one defining personality in this way. The dimensions have been noticed by Tupes and Christal (1961), Lanning (1994), Saucier (1997), and others. So, their evidence in literature is significant and this is where we should search for personality of a salesman, if any. The psychological tests, such as Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), Enneagram, or Oldham and Morris test, also refer to such dimensions in a sense. Basing on this kind of instruments, the diagnostic apparatus have been developed, related to the specific professions, including a sales representative (including a pharmaceutical sales representative), and tasks performed in organizations, such as carrying out changes (Dubinsky, Yammarino, & Jolson, 1995).

Numerous references to the personality of a salesman may be found in literature, particularly manuals where a combination of behaviors, characteristics, attitudes, and skills forms a set of a few to a few dozen of, so-called, salesman’s attitudes (Martin, 2011; Khanna, 2011; James, 2012; Young Entreprenur Council (YEC), 2013). They are also present in scientific literature (Vinchur, Shippmann, Switzer, & Roth, 1998; Crant, 1995).
Vinchur et al. (1998) summarized the existing considerations on the set of features and indirectly, the personality of sales people. They described them by means of five features: (a) extraversion; (b) orientation on targets and tasks—conscientiousness; (c) teamwork ability—affiliation; (d) potential of development and achieving better than standard performance—potency; and (e) reliability and trustworthiness—dependancy. They found the strongest correlations between the sales performance and intensity of a feature between extraversion and conscientiousness. As a result, they suggested that the two variables can be considered in the possible description of a salesman’s features.

Empathy and the features and attitudes related thereto, such as friendliness, orientation on cooperation, helpfulness, etc., as not correlated with the sales performance, are presented by Mount and Barrick (1995). This is also pointed out by Warr, Bartram, and Martin (2005), who wrote that in addition to empathy, or even more than that, aggression, related to soliciting clients, besieging them and creating their needs are necessary, at least situationally (Warr et al., 2005).

Basing on the indications of the said authors describing the types of personality predisposed to the role of a sales representative, the selection of characteristics most frequently indicated as describing a good salesman has been analyzed. They included ones occurring particularly frequently, such as:

1. Ability to empathize with the client’s needs (James, 2012), ability to listen and respond to the clients’ demands (Mayer & Greenberg, 1964), discovering their present and future needs (Anselmi & Zemanek, 1997), respect to the clients (Mount & Barrick, 1995, pp. 161-165), and using good manners (Khanna, 2011) which was included in the term “empathy”; 
2. Self-confidence (Mayer & Greenberg, 1964), aiming at the target (Churchill, Ford, & Walker, 1997; Futrell, 1994), orientation on closing sales, courage, and taking up initiative (Khanna, 2011), called “aggression” here;
3. Willingness to earn or tendency to improve one’s own financial status (Dweck, 2007) called “money focus” here;
4. Target maturity (Khanna, 2011), willingness to perform interesting targets, ambition, aiming at interesting targets (Comer & Dubinsky, 1985) called “task focus”;
5. Planning, fulfilling plans (Pindelski, 2011), setting targets for oneself, called “planning” here;
6. Ability for quick decision-making, decisiveness (Mount & Barrick, 1995, pp. 161-165; Mount, Barrick, & Stewart, 1998), ability to cope with difficult situations (Khanna, 2011), called “fast decision-making” here.

This is of course a set of characteristics largely not exhausting the description of a salesman’s personality, particularly in relation to the numerous group of approaches and authors representing them. However, as the said characteristics most frequently occurred in the literature references analyzed, it seems reasonable to carry out a test whether the characteristics really distinguish the personality of a salesman from that of a non-salesman. Therefore, it was assumed that in this project, the list would be closed in this was and assumed as such would represent input materials for further research.

**Main Assumptions of the Study**

The purpose of the study was to define and describe the personality of a sales representative and, in the case study analyzed, the personality of a pharmaceutical sales representative. For this purpose, the division was made into the representatives with the best results or, in the managers’ opinion, offering the best projections for...
the nearest future or ones whose dynamics of result growth has been significant and durable for the last six months. Similar method has been used in the research conducted by Warr et al. (2005). On such foundation, a reference group of the best sales people (top performers) has been distinguished. On the other extreme of the scale, if we talk about a scale here, those with the lowest sales performance for the last few months were placed. The difficulty in this point appeared in distinguishing those who had low performance (bottom performers) for the last six months, as such employees were dismissed from their jobs within such a long time. Therefore, in the case of determining the employees with bottom sales performance, a period of three months preceding the test was applied.

The research hypothesis, however, was the finding that there is a personality of a sales person. It must have been different enough from the personality of a non-sales representative, in order to distinguish unique psycho-physical features, behaviors, etc., according to the personality definition assumed.

Two Polish divisions of overseas pharmaceutical corporations and one large Polish pharmaceutical company participated in the study. They did not give permission, however, to publish their names. Finally, 220 pharmaceutical representatives were accepted to the research sample and were divided into two groups—the top performers \((N = 130)\) and the bottom performers \((N = 90)\). The study was carried out in the years 2010-2012.

Like in the method suggested by Jung (1990) and the continuators of his ideas, the study was made in virtue of putting sets of characteristics and behaviors into pairs, sometimes grouped and on such foundation the subsets in the major set of the subjects, the occurrence of a given characteristic and behavior were settled on such foundation. The following pairs of characteristic sets have been settled:

(a) Aggression vs. empathy;
(b) Money focus vs. task focus;
(c) Planning vs. quick decision-making.

Each characteristic was assessed according to a 10-grade scale. The scale of 1 whereof meant the bottom intensity of a characteristic, and 10 the top one. The final assessment was made by the researcher who issued it basing on the findings of an employee, assessment made by his boss and own observation made by the researchers.

Certainly, the pairs of such attitudes or behaviors do not exhaust their entire list describing personality, which is indicated by the conclusions quoted by Allport and Odbert, for example. However, the purpose was to test if it is possible to indicate whether the top performers differ from the bottom ones, within the characteristics, attributes, behaviors, and attitudes most often used in the personality description in any way connected with the sales representative. In the case of a positive verification, the determination of a sales representative personality only can be started.

Although basing on the subjects’ declarations only and drawing conclusions thereon was originally tempting, it would lead to use mainly tests and possibly open questions. As the authors approached the present solutions and the general idea of determining the types of personality with reserve, the test was replaced with interviews with the employees \((N = 220)\), their bosses, and own observations of all the subjects for at least half of the working day of each of the subjects.

**Test Results**

As a result of the tests carried out, based on semi-structured interviews with the subjects and their
supervisors as well as on the working day observations, the issues related to the settled three pairs of attitudes connected to the sales people activity have been raised. The specific diagrams present the assessment marks within the characteristic pairs of the “top performers” group representatives and those of the “bottom performers”. The preliminary statistical analysis confirmed that the results are normal distribution and may be subjected to statistical analysis.

For the pair of characteristics “empathy vs. aggression” (see Figure 1), the test results indicate that in the top performers group, the results for the variable “aggression” were generally close to those for the bottom performers. The analysis of the averages and median indicates that the difference in results applies to empathy (see Table 2). In the top performers group, the dispersion of the layout is larger, while the correlation of the two variables is lower. This would mean that in the case of the bottom performers group, both variables occur on an approximate level much more frequently. At any rate, there is a certain co-occurrence of the variables of empathy and aggression. In the top performers group, the variables do not necessarily co-occur, while their dispersion impedes the determination that these are characteristics explicitly discriminating the two sets. For the bottom performers group, the distribution of the results for empathy indicates its left-side skewness, while in the top performers group, this is right-side skewness.

In the analysis of the pair of characteristics “money focus vs. task focus” (see Table 3), most of all indicates a negative correlation between the result for the bottom performers group characteristics results. This has been illustrated in Figure 2 in the form of the negative function course. In as much the specific results indicate a certain difference in the scope of task focus, where the top performers group presented higher results, in so far basic is the negative dependency between the characteristics values in the bottom performers group and positive in the top performers group. In the top performers group, like for the previous pair of characteristics, the distribution dispersion was higher. In the bottom group, for the characteristic the task focus layout is strongly left-side skewness, which would indicate more frequent occurrence of results below the median in this group for this characteristic.

Like for the previous pair, in the case of “planning vs. quick decision-making” characteristics (see Figure 3), in the bottom performers group, the correlation and course of the curve are negative. The distributions in this group are left-side skewness. The averages for both groups are approximate, while the medians are the same. Therefore, this is not the characteristic value that could represent a difference between the two groups, but co-occurrence of the variables (see Table 4).

As shown in Table 5, the correlation of the specific variables in the research sample more often shows negative values in the bottom performers group than in the top performers group. At the same time, the correlation coefficients in the bottom performers group are generally lower, which would indicate no co-occurrence of variables analyzed in this sample. This may also mean that the selected characteristics rather apply to the group predestinated to the salesman profession, while they do not correspond with the description of other groups. This would be in a sense the confirmation of existence of a salesman’s personality. However, this cannot be said explicitly, as the correlations in the top group are not too high. This might as well mean that the variables do not match the description of a sales person’s personality at all and we must search for other or no salesman’s personality occurs in the group tested.
Table 2
Basic Statistics for the Pair of Characteristics “Empathy vs. Aggression”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Top</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Source: The author’s own study.
Figure 2. “Money focus vs. task focus” test results (Source: the author’s own study).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Top</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Money focus</td>
<td>Task focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Source: The author’s own study.
Figure 3. “Planning vs. quick decision-making” test results (Source: the author’s own study).

Table 4
Basic Statistics for the Pair of Characteristics “Planning vs. Quick Decision”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Quick decision</th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Quick decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Source: The author’s own study.
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Empathy</th>
<th>Aggression</th>
<th>Money focus</th>
<th>Task focus</th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Quick decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money focus</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task focus</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick decision</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bottom performers

Top performers

Note. Source: The authors’ own study.

Conclusion

Although there are differences between the sets of bottom performers and top performers, however, they do not seem to indicate explicitly any significant differences in the characteristic values. It concerns more the course of the function determined by the pairs of variables, i.e., the principles they co-occur under. In this scope, however, the results are in as much explicit and the sample numerous that they can indicate the set of characteristics distinguishing the two groups. Based on this test, however, we may set a hypothesis that the top performers group is mother empathic and task focused than the bottom performers group. Moreover, in the top performers group within the suggested pairs of characteristics, the results indicate their positive correlations and such course of the functions determined by them. This already could be a certain guideline for the practical application of results to sales department management.

However, based on the results obtained, any significant differences between the group of pharmaceutical representatives groups could not be explicitly defined. Although they occurred, nevertheless, they were explicit and distinct enough to confirm the existence of a salesman’s personality with high amount of certainty. The use of tools supporting management and based on theories and typologies of personality, in virtue of the test result could be defined as rather useless as long as they are only based on the statistical analysis of values of any characteristic intensity, whatever way it was evaluated. However, a dynamic analysis could provide good results, one assuming the co-occurrence and perhaps even correlations between numerous characteristics co-occurring at the same time. Therefore, some multi-dimensional tools should be used, utilizing the analysis of dependencies between numerous variables. A simple specification of characteristics results based on the statistical analysis of questionnaires may not represent a sufficient aid in management and lead to a wrong interpretation of a certain set thereof as the salesman’s personality.
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